
THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE

MINUTES
March 8, 2011
Lubar N456

1:00 pm

Present: M. Schwartz (Chair), M. Kunert, M.K. Madsen, D. Misra, M. Parsons, R. Strickler, W.
Velez

I. CALL TO ORDER AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA - The meeting was called to order
at 1:02 pm and the agenda was approved as distributed.

II. PERSONS WHO WISH TO BE HEARD – None.

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES – The minutes of February 22, 2011 were approved as
distributed.

IV. SPECIAL GUESTS: INTERIM CHANCELLOR MICHAEL LOVELL – Interim
Chancellor Lovell reported the following:
A. System will take a $61 million cut to the budget; UWM’s share is a base cut of

approximately $13.5 million. This works out to be an average 10% cut to GPR.
In addition campus will lose $5.3 million per year for health insurance and
retirement funds which will now be paid by employees. The potential increase in
tuition of up to 5.5% will offset some of the cuts; however, some in the
Legislature are proposing a cap of 2% on tuition increases.

B. The DIN for SPH and SFS are not included in the proposed 2011-13 budget;
therefore, it has been decided to slow down the SPH Dean Search. The SFS Dean
Search will continue to move forward. Building projects for both schools are also
moving forward.

C. Schwartz pointed out that an agreement with UW-Madison may be needed to
“secure borders.” Lovell responded that Legislative support for the Madison
separation from System appears to be waning. This may be a fight they don’t
want to take on. He indicated the Regents may take a vote on Thursday about
holding listening sessions about the separation. Discussion ensued regarding
courting people to put forward for the Madison BOR and System BOR, concerns
regarding faculty leaving/retiring, and possible difficulty in recruiting for open
lines.

D. Lovell reiterated the need to budget differently. He noted several schools/colleges
are carrying forward large sums of money; something must be done to balance
this out though not necessarily taking funds from the schools/colleges with the
large carry-forwards. Administration must work with the Deans to determine how
best to do this and perhaps come up with a long-term plan.

E. Discussion ensued regarding the Governor’s proposed 2011-13 budget,
implications for UWM if teacher certification is no longer required, potential
affects on MPS and education in general, and quality vs. bottom-line. Lovell
suggested charging campus to create a list of items campus will no longer be able
to provide along with a list of efficiencies that we can achieve. There was general
consensus that it is important to make taxpayers and Legislators aware of the



effects of the cuts. A brief discussion ensued regarding the need for strategic
planning and investment

JACOB GLICKLICH, MGAA REPRESENTATIVE – Schwartz informed Glicklich that
the UC had not yet reviewed the joint resolution but it would be discussed later in the
meeting. Glicklich reported on the PSOA Lobby occupation by students, noting the
purpose is to make people aware of student concerns about the Budget Repair Bill and
potential tuition increases. However, he indicated there is little awareness of it by the
campus community and more publicity would be useful. Glicklich stated the MGAA is
looking for a greater level of commitment from Administration and the Regents; they
want them to take a more public stand about potential damage to the University through
the Repair Bill.

Discussion ensued regarding the possibility of faculty leading discussions of the various
issues, departmental and Senate resolutions, bringing undergrads into solidarity with the
MGAA, proposed legislation requiring identification to vote and its potential to
disenfranchise students, voting power, and the UC creation of a Foundation Fund to
address economic issues for graduate students. When asked if faculty would be
willing/able to organize/direct rallies, Schwartz responded that faculty reaction would be
mixed. He noted that informally, many faculty and staff have been out in support of
students; however, it seems unlikely faculty would go out as a block to protest on
campus. He added that Administration is also working hard for the students though in a
quieter manner. He informed Glicklich that the UC would discuss the joint resolution
and pass any language changes on to Glicklich after today’s meeting.

V. CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT & ANNOUNCEMENTS –Schwartz reported the
following:
A. Students are planning a protest of the Budget Repair Bill on March 14.
B. L&S has created a Yahoo discussion group so discussion is no longer taking place

over panthermail.
C. ASC member Seth Zlotocha has offered to assist Schwartz in setting up a web

page for faculty which would be similar to the page Zlotocha maintains for the
Academic Staff Legislative Subcommittee. The web site would be for
information posting only, not for discussion.

D. He received a message from VC Borger that she would have a case statement
ready for the UC but did not indicate when. Schwartz will contact her regarding
the status.

E. The Chancellor designate will be announced by the Special Regents Committee
after their 4/12 meeting with the finalists. The full Board of Regents will likely
vote for formal approval of the new Chancellor at a special meeting in May. A
brief discussion ensued regarding finalists visit schedules.

VI. MEMBERS’ REPORTS –
A. Parsons reported the following:

1. The L&S Dean Search Committee met to review applicants.
2. She’s had email exchanges with Athletic Board Chair Ann Snyder

regarding the lack of letters from coaches about students missing classes
for events. There was general consensus that Parsons should raise the
issue with the new Athletic Director.



B. Madsen reviewed the working agenda for the Senate. A brief discussion ensued
regarding two items on the agenda.

VII. NEW BUSINESS –
A. Proposed Revisions to P&P – Secretary Trudy Turner – Turner reported

Codification is currently reviewing P&P. She distributed and briefly reviewed
proposed changes to several sections. The UC suggested an additional change to
one of the sections reviewed. Turner noted Codification may have additional
revisions over the next few months.

VIII. OLD BUSINESS
A. Faculty Committee Appointments – No discussion.

IX. PERSONNEL MATTERS: [Closed session according to Wis. Stats. 19.85 (1)(f)]:
A. Update on pending personnel matters – None.

X. ADJOURNMENT - The meeting was adjourned at 3:53 pm


